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IMPORTANT SAFETY ISSUES- Relating to operation of Quad motor bikes ie: 4 wheel motorcycles for work and recreational activities.
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Relevant weight restrictions must not be exceeded.
The Quad must not be ridden with more than the rider, these vehicles are to be ridden without passengers unless purpose built (two-seater).
Over loading Quad bike especially beyond rear axle can lead to a change of the centre of gravity resulting in the vehicle, when ridden up
an incline, to flip over from front to rear resulting in serious injury or death.
Linmax 150/ Outback 200/ Outback 250—Rear rack must not be used for carrying passengers and not to exceed 10 kg in weight.
Over loading of rear rack will change the centre of gravity and potentially cause the quad bike to flip resulting in serious injury or death.
Quad bike must not be reversed down hill and the rear brake applied, this will also lead to possible front of vehicle flipping back over
rear resulting in injury or death.
Riding your Quad bike along side of hill (eg; dam walls, natural contours) in a horizontal fashion where the slope is sufficient to roll over
Quad may cause serious death or injury.
Fitting machinery, tools, livestock or feed behind or in front of the rider may cause Quad bike to end over end either up or down hill
depending on slope.
Quad bikes fitted without a rear differential eg; a fixed full length rear axle must not be ridden on surfaces other than dirt or grass, use of
these Quads on a hard surface eg; bitumen or tar may cause Quad bike to roll over causing serious injury or death.
Quad bikes designated for children’s use must be closely supervised by adult and instructed about the afore mentioned safety aspects.
Children and adults must wear safety helmet at all times and appropriate protective clothing.
Quad bikes and all motorised vehicles must be maintained by qualified persons in relation to all mechanical components, steering,
brakes, suspension etc. Failure of mechanical components having been left in an un-serviced condition may lead to injury or death.
Refuelling of Quad bike must only be carried out in a well-ventilated area, with engine switched off and cold in temperature.
Where a throttle-limiting device is fitted to hand throttle it is advised that it be adjusted to limit speed to a walking pace whilst becoming
confident with the operation of the Quad bike.
Prior to selecting reverse gear, operator must always check that people or obstacles are not behind the Quad bike at the time of reversing.

This form is intended to highlight the potential dangers of improper, unsupervised use of Quad bike other than its intended use of transport.
As a purchaser of this vehicle my attention has been drawn to the above mentioned and explained to me by the appointed dealer. I as the purchaser
fully understand their operating limitations of my purchase and possible associated risks and dangers to life and limbs to family, associates and
myself.
Signed………………………………Purchaser Date………………
Signed………………………….(for) Dealer Date…………….
Name (please print)………………………………………………….
Dealer Please Note: This form must be signed in duplicate, one for purchaser and one for your records before delivery of vehicle.

